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outer fibrous skin, soaked in water, then dried and powdered;
if the flour be mixed with the coconut milk, salt-water, fish
and herbs, and if the paste be steamed and then ghee be added
to it, the cake will indeed be very sweet; if certain fruits and
pungent substances be added to the above, the cake will bo of
an agreeable taste. If the Odial flour be mixed with the
scrapings of the kernel of the coconut, and powdered rice,
<Himmin, pepper and chilly; if the paste be steamed and the
«*ake be broken and dried, it can be preserved for two .months.
Xo other cakes will resemble the above. Sweets are more
agreeable to cakes of the above description. If curds, milk,
ghee, and coconut milk l~>e added to the paste of the Odial
flour, and be steamed, tiie cake, when used, has the power of
rctinendt xeminis i> trills itt corpore sine jwllutione, confercnditjne
fawdtatciti haras in thalanio jnynli /trot/'ahere, and increasing
muscular strength; the person will not be reduced by labour.
*I shall now tell you, Lady, of the different kinds of gruel
made of the Odial flour; in the boiling water in which fish,
chillies, lobsters, acid, grits of rice, have previously been put,
add in proportion, by little quantities, the Odial flour; stir it, and
when it gets boiled and reaches a proper consistency, take the
vessel out of the hearth and use it; if certain healthful (i. e.,
that contribute to the improvement of one's health) fruits be
added to the above anybody may use it. If in water, salt and
grits of rice and small fish be put first, and when they get
boiled, if Odial flour, mixed with acid and powdered chillies,
be poured iu and properly stirred, the gruel infused will be a
very healthful one; if herbs and certain fruits be added to the
above, the gruel will be a very good one. The people, when
they dig the edible Palmyra roots* take some of them and roast
.in the fire, remove the outer covering and then eat the roots
by mastication* If the roasted roots be exposed to the dew
and be eaten on the following morning, it will be very nice
indeed* The edible Palmyra roots are boiled by steam in water
and eaten; also such boiled roots are like the Odial mentioned
before, dried in the sun and preserved for future use. The
accompaniments that are to be taken with roasted and boiled
edible Palmyra roots, are coconut, salt, and pungent substances.
'People may eat the sprout that just shoots forth out of the
Palmyra stone; the stone, in a certain stage, may be roasted in

